Financial forecasting is one of the imperative fields of research, where investors invest money and get restless for the future changes of the stock values in the market. In the recent course of time forecasting stock price is one of the challenging tasks. To predict the stock price most Artificial Neural Network (ANN) based model are used in the historical data along with statistical measures, technical indicators etc. With the development of ANNs, investors are hoping the best prediction because networks have great capability of machine learning problems such as classification and prediction. ANNs particularly Back Propagation (BP) has overlooked the non-stationary and noise characteristics of stock market data, as the training of BP is intricate due to the noise data and the network fall into a natural solution such as always predict an usual output. Most optimization techniques have been used for training the weights of forecasting models. Since no single optimization technique is invariably superior to others. Recently various nature inspired optimization techniques have been introduced and successfully employed to many fields of Financial Engineering. This survey aims to study the mostly used Bio-inspired optimization techniques on Stock Market Prediction and makes a comparative analysis between them.
Introduction
Stock market forecasting is a hottest field of research due to its market volatility. Volatility generally refers to the statistical measure of the dispersion of returns for a given market index or security. It is measured either by using variance in between returns or by using the standard deviation returns from that same market index or security. Due to its volatile nature the fluctuations of price is unpredictable most of the times, for which the investor has to face a severe loss. If we can predict accurately the price of stock, then we can take good decisions and can be successful in meeting our goals and objectives. Prediction or we can say forecast is a statement about an uncertain event, but forecasting is not about predicting the market rather marketing the prediction. In order to predict stock market, this is basically the method to determine the prospective value of the company's stock or any other financial instrument which is traded on an exchange. This prediction of the stock's upcoming price, if successful, could result in relevant profit. It is official for the stock market investor to take more precise and informed investment decision, so for this, finding more productive prediction methods for stock market index is an absolute necessity. Therefore, stock market prediction has always had issue for researchers and the problem in prediction lies in the complexities of modeling of the share market dynamics [1] . Predictive analysis can be implemented to any type of unspecified event, irrespective of when it occurs. There are two classes of predictive models broadly classified into: non-parametric and parametric, and a third class i.e., semi-parametric models which include both the features. In case of predictive modeling, at first the data is assembled for significant predictors then a statistical model is devised, afterword predictions are prepared and the model is validated as soon as additional data is available. The model may involve a complex neural network or a simple linear equation. Among the literature utilizing the prediction tool, majority of them focus [2] on Artificial Neural Network(ANN), Back Propagation Neural Network(BPNN) but again back propagation(BP) is distinguished due to poor convergence, hence various enhancement for BP, such as quick propagation algorithm etc. are developed. Parameters optimization machining is one of the most vital and fascinating problems in the world of manufacturing. The complexity in the optimization [3] models causes the upcoming proposition of several new optimization techniques to resolve them. Prime optimization techniques comprise of Genetic Algorithms (GA), Simulation Annealing, Ant Colony Optimization (ACO), Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), Differential Evolution (DE) etc. Here in this paper application of assorted optimization techniques for the stock market prediction is analyzed. All the optimization techniques are having its own benefit and restriction. Practical application of some of the techniques on stock market prediction is envisioned. The introduction of some of the techniques is compiled here with a little description. PSO is a population based [4] optimization technique, which can be linked to the behavior of flock of birds and so many improvements, has been done incorporating to the existing equations of PSO. Basing on the foraging behavior of the E. Coli and M. Xanthus Bacteria Foraging Optimization (BFO) is [5] developed and the algorithm models [6] bacterial population chemotaxis, swarming, reproduction, elimination and dispersal. GA is an intelligent probabilistic [7] search algorithm which can be applied to combinatorial optimization problem. It is a family of computational model [8] inspired by evolution. DE is a heuristic approach introduced by Storn and Price to minimize the [9] nonlinear and non differentiable function. For each individual [10] in the population, offspring is created using a weighted difference of the parent solution. ACO inspired from [11] the foraging behavior of some ant species, where a number of artificial ants can build solution by exchanging information on their quality. Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) is based on [12] the intelligent behavior of honey bee swarm. Cat Swarm Optimization (CSO) is based [13] on the inspecting behavior of the cat which is having two sub modes [14] one is seeking mode and another is tracing mode. Cuckoo Search is meta-heuristic method based [15] on the obligate brood parasitic behavior of some cuckoo species. BAT is a novel algorithm inspired by [16] the behavior of bats. Artificial Fish Swarm Algorithm (AFSA) is developed by observing long on the fish nature using the swarm intelligence basing [17] on the imitating behavior of the fish such as preying, swarming etc. Bioinspired algorithms, consisting both Evolutionary computing and Swarm Intelligence takes into account the communal behavior of dispersed and self organizing nature of existing home ground and this concept is implemented to arrive at a sub-optimal solution from all feasible solutions. The rest of the survey is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the application of various optimization techniques in the prediction model with a comparative study and a summary of the bio-inspired algorithms is drawn in conclusion, in the last section.
Literature Survey

BFO
As the small investors can also get good profit by investing money in stock market, hence it is known to be a profitable area by the investors. A great attention has been devoted by the researchers to analyze and predict the future value in financial market. Due to the non-volatility and nonstationary characteristics, it has become not only a great challenge but also difficult to forecast an accurate model. Even distinct financial forecasting methods with its own merits and demerits have been analyzed in different literatures. Across the globe a number of researches have been done in the area of stock market prediction. Broadly there are three grass level thoughts, the [1] first one is above trading average cannot be achieved by any investors basing on both historical and present information thoughts. The second one is the fundamental analysis which undergone through various macro economic factors. It focuses on the evolution of accurate prices [18] of stocks and the expected return from those stocks. Most often the company circumstances and the economic environment are the factor that is used to analyze the stock prices. The third view is the technical analysis phase which uses technical indicators which are the statistical parameters and chatting patterns from historical data. For forecasting financial data the recent model has been developed which is broadly divided into two categories such as statistical models and soft computing models. From the statistical [19] approach regression, correlation, spectral analysis etc. and from the soft computing approach such as ANN, Fuzzy logic, Support Vector Machine(SVM), evolutionary computation etc are employs to develop stock forecasting model. So many evolutionary computing tool has been developed to update in trading the weights of forecasting models and here Ritanjali Majhi et al. reported a model [1] based on BFO to predict stock index movements, It can be applicable for both short term and long term prediction. BFO is a nature inspired algorithm developed by Passino on the basis of foraging behaviour of Bacteria. The basic steps for executing BFO are Chemo taxis, Reproduction, Elimination and Dispersal. Various parameters of BFO has used in the simulation study and the prediction performance of BFO is found better as compared to MLP based standard forecasting model. As to the algorithm of BCO (Bacteria Chemotaxis Optimization) the searching will be ensnared into local extreme. To overcome from this the Improved BCO(IBCO) has been designed by Zhang Yudong et al., who has emphasized [20] on ANNs particularly BP which overlooked the noise and the statistical properties, which is not constant over time of stock market data, as the training of BP is intricate due to the noise data. Here the IBCO is incorporated with BP network to predict stock index for both short term (next day) as well as long term (15days). The IBCO optimization techniques is used for weight updating and found that the simulation result of IBCO-BP model is better than BP model. It offers better accuracy, less computational complexity and less training time. The IBCO differs from BCO by separating in to two stages one is infra colony phase and the other one is inter colony phase. But for certain problem the designer has contented with local optimal solutions, hence a novel hybrid approach model has designed by Dong Hwa Kim consisting of GA and BF [21] having potential to solve the practical optimization problem. For this here S&P 500 stock index data has gathered to train BP neural network, taking 2350 trading days and the inputs are the opening price, closing price, high value, low value along with some technical indicators. The model calculate the computational time for 1day, 3 days, 5 days,7 days,9 days and 15 days prediction in advance for S&P 500 . It found that IBCO-BP model is giving better prediction result than the traditional BP model. But again to keep away the limitations of neural network model or any hybrid neural network Rudra Kalyan Nayak et al. proposed an easy [22] and more resilient hybridized frame work of SVM and K Nearest Neighbour (KNN) algorithm which gives better results with greater prediction accuracy.
Unlike conventional BFO, in fuzzy-BFO the performance measure depends on the choice of the membership functions. Hence the fuzzy-BFO presented by S. Mishra et al. found that the basic foraging strategy is made [23] adaptive through a Takagi-sugeno fuzzy scheme depending upon the operating condition to make the convergence faster. Introducing a better prediction model for short and long term prediction of stock indices Ritanjali Majhi et al. developed a [24] work which is a combination of BFO and Adaptive BFO(ABFO) algorithms. Its first aim is to combine the structure of model with BFO and its second aim is to apply ABFO on the same function to predict a efficient model. The prediction accuracy of this proposed model is much better than GA and PSO and it converges faster.
In the primary of BFO the chemotaxis step length is kept as a constant amount, but to balance the global search and local search here Ben Niu et al. anticipated a modified BFO where each bacterium kept as a good balance between exploitation and exploration [25] by decreasing its runlength unit linearly. Among the steps of BFO chemo taxis procedure is a key step. 
PSO
For making decision several factors or objectives is considered by stock traders, hence in order to standardize the efficiency of the studied trading system supported on multiobjective particle swarm optimization (MOPSO) Antonio C. Briza et al. [26] made a relative study with the performance of three widely accepted trading system like technical indicators, market and another stock trading system optimized with NSGA-II algorithm. Basically PSO is a population based stochastic optimization technique, inspired by social population of bird flocking or school fishing. The proposed Multi Objective Optimization trained intraday trading agents for an artificial market which encourages an application to end-of-day market data. Though Neural Network has been widely used to solve the decision making problems but again it suffers from black box and slow convergence. To avoid the black box problem Fuzzy logic is formulated which make a frame work of approximate reasoning and also can tolerate imprecise information. Over again fuzzy logic is having the lack of effective learning capability and to overcome these drawbacks Huang Fu-yuan et al. developed an Improved Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm (IPSO) combined with fuzzy logic and neural network and named [27] it as IPSO-FNN model. To overcome the draw backs of PSO that is having a higher convergence speed an improved PSO is proposed where the delta rule has been modified by including the momentum term. The performance of IPSO-FNN in predicting the accuracy is much higher than the result obtained from neural network. The daily closing price is just real number which is precise. Most of the method basing on fuzzy logic adopt Type-1 fuzzy sets representing uncertainties with the range between [0,1] and type-1 fuzzy sets is having a precise membership function where its elements are real number. To handle [28] this difficulties a type-2 fuzzy sets is introduced which is most able to handle the uncertainty related to noisy and non-stationary than type-1 fuzzy set along with allowing uncertainty [29] [30] [31] [32] to its associated membership degree. For the prediction of stock price Chih-Feng et al. presented a type-2 neuro-fuzzy model where [28] a self constructed clustering method designed the type-2 fuzzy rules and then refined it by a hybrid algorithm. To form a fuzzy rule base, the type-2 TSK is derived and then the hybrid learning algorithm incorporated PSO and least square estimating is used for the refinement of the parameters associated with the rules. Considering the non-linearities and discontinueous factors Daviv Enke et al. analyzed about the three stage stock market prediction, where in the first phase, it defines economic and financial variable which is having a strong relationship with its output, here multiple Regression Analysis is applied. In the second phase a prediction model is designed by a type-2 fuzzy clustering optimized by DE and for the third phase to perform [33] the future reasoning a fuzzy type-2 based neural network is used. The simulated result shows that the performance of the above three model is better than the traditional model. The chaotic nature of the financial data does not follow linearity, hence to handle this uncertainty and chaotic nature evolution computing methods like ANN, SVM, GA, PSO, BFO are designed which perform excellent compared to statistical approach. After a brief study of the existing work of different types of ANN, it is observed that Radial Basis Function Neural Network (RBFNN), Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), Multi Layer Perceptron (MLP) etc are the most popular neural network. But again Neural network Models suffer from Computational complexity, hence to overcome these limitations S.Chakravarty et al. presented a [34] a hybrid model of functional link and type-2 fuzzy logic system optimized by PSO, where it uses the TSK type fuzzy rule base that applies type-2 fuzzy sets in the antecedent part and FLANN in the consequent part. The above hybrid model is compared with two other models, one is integration of FLANN with type-1 fuzzy logic and another is Local Linear Wavelet Neural Network (LLWNN). The above three models are optimized through PSO giving better performance comparing with the limitations of BP algorithm which is having slower convergence and inability to escape from local optima.
For many years the forecasting and modeling of time series has been growing in the financial and economic literature, and the fluctuations of stock price following the principle of clustering is proved inefficient to perform accurate forecasting. Hence Jui-Chung Hung developed a PSO based adaptive Fuzzy-GARCH model [35] to solve this problem. PSO is used in order to get the optimal solution for the Fuzzy-GARCH model, where in the search space the trajectory of each particle is dynamically adjusted by the velocity of each particle.
The time series problem is quit complex and chaotic by nature; hence for response integration Martha Pulido et al. projected a neural network ensemble [36] with type-2 fuzzy logic. Here in this model, to obtain the best architecture of the ensemble neural network the PSO is used to determine the number of modules of the neural network, number of layers and number of neurons for layer. Here the model used the ensemble network which is a idea of joining multiple decisions and predicting better result. So many different financial forecasting models have been intoduced in the literature, each one of which has its own pros and cons. The SVM was first suggested by Vapnik has recently been used in a range of application using financial market prediction, hence M. Karazmodeh et al. implemented [37] Improved PSO in SVM for prediction of stock market. The results of solo SVM, SVM integrated with PSO and Improved PSOSVM (IPSOSVM) is taken, where in IPSOSVM, GA is introduced in to PSO and it is basically PSO with mutation. Results state that the mutation in particles led the accuracy being higher, since the particle always searches the whole state space which prevents the mistake of not finding the best options in other possible states. An improved hybrid IPSOSVM is used to predict the future movement of stocks and the Mutation in particles led the accuracy being higher.
GA
Though Technical Analysis is a helpful method for forecasting stock prices but for non-professionals it is difficult to apply forecasting techniques as there is excessive number of complex technical indicators. Autoregressive moving average model (ARMA) and Autoregressive Conditional Heteroscedasticity(ARCH) are two statistical assumptions that are required to design forecast models of mathematical equations which is not easily understood by the stock investors. And secondly some artificial intelligence algorithm like neural network cannot be easily realized. To overcome from the above problem Ching-Hsue cheng hybridized four factors [38] into a single model. In the first factor the data transformation and the selection of essential technical indicator is performed. In the second factor it used cumulative probability distribution approach (CPDA) and Minimize Entropy Principle Approach (MEPA) to discretize technical indicators and daily price fluctuation. The basic purpose of MEPA is to find out the information available in the data set. In recent years MEPA is used for the forecasting problems, it is basically used to divide the data into membership functions where it establishes the point of segmentation between the classes of the data. In third factor it applies Rough Set Theory (RST) to discover trading rules. The fourth factor is Genetic Algorithm which is an evolutionary algorithm converging to global optimum in many applications. The steps of GA in the proposed model are reorganized as follows: Initialization, Evaluation, Check termination criteria, Selection according to best fitness value, Selection, Crossover, and Mutation.
Too many input variables for forecasting model causes over fitting and noise. To improve the above problem DengYiv Chiu proposed a new dynamic fuzzy model in combination with [39] SVM to look into stock market mechanism. The fuzzy model considering both micro economic variables and technical indicators adjusting with time, where GA determines the optimal parameters of Fuzzy model for each influence factor changing with time, and SVM will locate the relationships among influence variables. In this proposed model it shows that with GA the approximate optimal solution can be located and the better parameters of the model can be obtained in a certain period of time.
Though ANN is able to handle non-linear problems but again to overcome the limitations of Neural Network Hyun-jung Kim et al. look into the [40] effectualness of a hybridized approach based on the the time delay neural networks(TDNNs) and adaptive TNN(ATTNs) and with the genetic algorithms(GAs) in sleuthing temporal patterns for the task of prediction. Along with the several control design of ANN, extra memory for the time delayed link is added to ANN in case of TDNN and ATNN. Day by day forecasting stock market becomes difficult due to the high volatility of laws, here Md. Rafiul Hassan et al. proposed a [41] model which is a fusion of HMM, ANN and GA to forecast stock market. To predict time series phenomenon successfully HMM is a widely used tool and in this model ANN is used to transform the input observation sequences and GA is optimizes the initial parameters of the HMM. The optimized parameters are able to identify the similar patterns from the historical data set. The Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH) maintains the current market price of a stock and reflects it to the traders. This hypothesis [42] implies that the future stock price cannot be evaluated from past stock price. Using all the computational tools available for analyzing time series and complex system Armano et al. introduced a hybrid model that integrates GAs and ANNs and exploit them for foresting the next-day price. This model proves a excellent prediction strategy for large data sets. 
ACO
In recent years forecasting stock market is a very challenging as well as beneficial issue, as more and more people are investing their money in financial market. Researchers are analyzing various methods and techniques to propose prediction model as it is highly essential according to the dynamics of the market. Basing on this scenario Salah Bouktif et al. recommend an ensemble technique based on ACO combine with Bayesian classifier. ACO is a biological evolving algorithm simulating the [43] foraging behavior of ants. The above proposed model basically preserves the interpret ability of the model, as it is very critical to detect the state and scores of mood that cause a movement of a particular stock, and the stock market movement varies on the attributes representing the public mood, which is collected from the social network. Here the prediction model is proposed with four approaches including bagging and boosting. The model is learned from the data which is collected publicly from the social side network and the model is able to find good prediction accuracy and simultaneously preserves model interpret ability. The combinatorial complexity that arises in the solution is helped by an ACO algorithm, which is customized for combining Bayesian Classifiers. From the previous study it shows Neural network is performing extremely good in the prediction of non linear dynamic system, then in this aspect neural network is a very good method to forecast stock market but in mathematic aspect, the laws that are hidden in the stock market data is considered. Here the laws are function relationship and basing on this mathematic description W. Gao proposed a new evolutionary neural network model, which is verified by real stock market data in 1996. In this proposed evolutionary neural network [44] model its weight are confirmed by Multiple Back Propagation Algorithm and the construction of this model is confirmed by ACO algorithm. After computation it found that neural network construction 7-13-1 is best for stock index forecasting and 9-21-3 is the best neural network construction for daily turnover. Here the development law of stock market is described properly. Again the non linear dynamism of the stock market is influenced by various factors such as market expectation, policy and financial condition. The collective effect of these three factors vantage to highly complex random variation of the stock price. In order to get the better of this short comings Xiao-yu Fang et al. projected wavelet transform as preprocessor of SVM to get rid of fluctuant element of input data and apply ACO algorithm [45] for the optimization of the parameters of SVM. Here the improved ACO is applied, differs from original ACO, which arrived from path optimization problem. 
DE
Stock market prediction is an important area of research, where in so many applications considered BPNN as a familiar learning algorithm, but a few researchers used DE as an optimization criterion. Here Lin Wang et al. used DE for taking the initial weights and [46] threshold in the forecasting of time series data. It is same as GA using the same operator but the basic difference between them is DE relies on mutation operator while GA relies on crossover operator. Considering DE Mustafa E. Abdul_Salam et al. made a comparison study between DE and PSO applying on [47] training of Feed-Forward Neural Network (FFNN) for stock market prediction and found DE gives better accuracy than PSO. Here for the input layer FFNN has taken six technical indicators. In essence DE optimizes the values of the Network weights. The engrossing point about DE's replacement is that a trial vector produced after applying the cross over is only compared to one individual instead all individual of the current population. Here both DE and PSO avoid local minima problem and converge to a global minimum but again in case of Time series data DE performing better than PSO. Various fluctuated time series data sets like ACADIA, SHLO, FTWR, HYZ, NET, CALPER has been taken for training as well as for testing the network by dividing training part into 70% and testing part into 30% and found that, though both converge to global minimum but DE converges faster than PSO. Marketing people need predictions to meet the expectations. Prediction is not only confined to stock market, it can be made for various things like prediction of protein level, weather forecasting, mutual fund prediction, gold price forecasting, oil price prediction, Rubber price prediction, vegetable price prediction etc. Among the above prediction stock market prediction, Exchange rate prediction and gold price prediction are very chaotic in nature, so it is a very challenging issues as its needs very fast decisions for making the computational cost of the market. Accurate prediction of various exchange rates is essential as significant amount of trading takes place through the currency exchange rate. Minakhi Rout et al. developed a model for forecasting the exchange rate using [48] the (Auto Regressive Moving Average) ARMA model trained by DE. ARMA is a statistical based method which is having some limitations. To avoid these limitations, soft and evolutionary computing based method is hybridized with ARMA architecture for forecasting of exchange rate. Easy statistical characteristic are extracted for each exchange rate using a sliding window of past data and are made use of as input to the prediction model using DE optimization strategy for training its internal coefficients. The result of the above hybrid model is compared with the other competitive optimization technique such as ARMA-BFO, ARMS-CSO, ARMA-PSO and ARMA-Forward Backward Least Mean Square (FBLMS). The simulation results show ARMA-FBLMS is performing worst prediction performance and ARMA-DE outperforms all other similar hybrid model. Financial market prediction is seems to be more and more complex as various social and economic phenomena lead to a high degree [49] of uncertainty. Barberis and Thaler [50] and Hirshleifer [51] comprise a large study of activity of Finance. Indeed various studies recommended that investor persuasion and trading activities of noise traders influence stock prices a lot. Nizar Hachicha [49] looks for an explanation of price dynamics by considering the fundamental explanatory variables and the behavioral approach. To satisfy the price dynamic Nizar Hachicha used fuzzy sets optimized through DE, where DE is used to optimize the strength of Fuzzy inference operators, at the same time the tuning of membership functions and fuzzy rules. The implication of the above model is done by taking the data of international market (Paris stock exchange market) which seems to be the efficient one and an emergent one (Tunis stock exchange market) considered as the inefficient one. The data has been employed from the period of 1999 to 2005. Again considering the degree of efficiency two portfolios is considered one is a banking sector portfolio and the other one is the non banking sector. So it gives rise to four portfolios for return modeling, these are portfolio for return in Emergent Banking, portfolio for return in Emergent Non Banking, portfolio for return in an International Banking and portfolio for return in an International Non Banking. Comparing the performance of the proposed methodology with the traditional logic concerning both banking and non banking return sector of both emergent and international market and at the same time optimizing the membership functions and fuzzy rules, it can judge the efficiency degree of each portfolio as well as of each market. DE [52] is an efficient population based search engine, is placed to optimize the tuning parameters required to build the predictive system. DE is having five stages: initialization, mutation, crossover, selection and stopping condition. DE has applied [53] as the optimizer to search for LS-SVM optimum parameters. DE follows a non-uniform cross over which takes child vector parameters from one parent [54] more often than it takes from others. Puspanjali Mohapatra et al. developed a FLANN based model optimized with DE by taking the Indian Stock Prices, predicting the stock price indices for one day, one week, two week and one month ahead, found FLANN trained with DE is giving good result. It compares the result with FLANN trained with BP, though both are giving good prediction performance but again FLANN_DE gives significantly better result. It proves it by taking RMSE and MAPE values during testing for one day, one week, two week, and one month in advance. 
AFSA
To bring about accurate forecasting result researchers have applied so many techniques. Here a Forecasting model using Radial Basis Function Neural Networks optimized by AFSA is developed by Wei Shen et al. [55] , where the proposed model is executed on the data of Shanghai Composite Indices. AFSA [56] is a artificial intelligent algorithm inspired by swarm intelligence. Initially [55] the behavior of a single artificial fish is simulated then make a swarm of artificial fish. Each artificial fish search its own local optimum and pass on the information to achieve the global optimum. The behavior of fish swarm is having five behaviors :(i) searching behavior, (ii) Swarming behavior, (iii) Following behavior, (iv) Behavior selection, (v) Bulletin. In this proposed [55] model the number of hidden units of RBF is initialized by taking the population of artificial fish colony, the adjustment of center behavior denotes the swarming behavior of AF, weights of RBF is updated with the searching behavior of AF, in behavior selection it compares the results of the center adjustment with the previous iteration and update the optimum result and in Bulletin it compares the food concentration with that on the bulletin and replace the state if the result is better. Result shows that the prediction accuracy of RBF optimized with AFSA improved to some extents as compared with GA and PSO. Dongxiao Niu [57] proposed a hybrid model RBF optimized by AFSA, where before training the data is under gone for pretreatment of reduction to unity and found the result is relatively good both in trend fitting and accuracy. Basing on Radial basis function as a kernel function Ma Li et al. developed a Support Vector Regression(SVR) machine [58] optimized by AFSA, where exchange rate data is considered to predict the sixth day by considering the five days as a cycle. Here two parameters of SVR, one is penalty factor and another is Kernel variance are optimized by AFSA, gives optimal accuracy and better convergence speed. 
ABC Optimization Technique
Numerous factors influence stock market prediction and also several studies have shown that ANN outperforms, but considering some of disadvantages of ANN where enormous difficulties is faced for interpreting the results due to its black-box techniques. Tsung-jung Hsieh et al. [59] presented a integrated model where Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) and Wavelet Transforms that are based on ABC algorithm are combinedly used for stock market prediction. The ABC algorithm is a new-heuristic approach proposed by Basturk and Karaboga [60] and further developed in various stage [61] [62] [63] . It is inspired by the intelligent foraging behavior of Honey bee swarms. The foraging bees are classified into three categories employed, onlookers and scouts. Employed and onlooker bees exploit the source where as the scout bees explore the source. The employed bees collect the loads of nectars and put it in the hives; the onlookers wait in the hives for the employed bees and collect information about the source from the employed bees. The way of transferring the information is through dance of employed bees. The employed bees dance in a common area of hives called dance area. The frequency of dance is proportional to the content of identified source. Before choosing a food source the onlookers have to watch numerous dances. Once a food source has been fully exploited the scout explores the new source. A scout or an onlooker become employed whenever it finds a food source. The proposed method [60] is tested on the data set Taiwan Stock Exchange(TAIEX) but the simulation studies is done by taking data of other international stock market i.e. DJIA, FTSE and Nikkei-225. As the time series data are volatile, hence Wavelet transform is used to filter the data. Wavelet approach is flexible in handling the highly irregular data series. Wavelet transforms not only decompose the data in terms of time and frequency but also reduce the processing time. The basic work of Wavelet is to preprocess the data as the data are available in various scales. RNN is applied here to create the input features chosen by Stepwise RegressionCorrelation Selection (SRCS), and then ABC is used to update the weights of RNN. Basically RNN is having three control parameters, which includes the number of employed or onlooker bees, the value of limit and the Maximum Cycle Number (MCN). Considering these parameters the weights and biases of the RNN is optimized. In the same way Esmail Nourani et al. developed [64] an integrated system where the data are preprocessed by using haar wavelet transform and then applied on ANN, which is trained through two phases: first phase is ABC algorithm and the second phase is Levenberq-Marquardt algorithm. ABC algorithm is used to optimize the weights of ANN; the result proved the above hybrid method is a promising method in comparison with standard ABC algorithm, GA and different variations of BP algorithm. ABC is having the advantages [65] of memory, local search, multi characters and a solution improvement mechanism. Identifying this quality Minakhi Rout et al. proposed a model using a simple adaptive linear combiner, whose weights are trained by using ABC algorithm. The model is applied on the data S&P 500 and DJIA and found better prediction value compared to ALC with PSO and GA. Another work of stock trends prediction is done by Rodrigo C.Brasileiro et al. where a combination of technical analysis, ABC, selection of past values, nearest neighbor classification and its variation [66] and the adaptive classification and nearest neighbor is taken to measure the profitability in the analyzed period.
ABC algorithm optimizes the parameters of the classifier. Experiments were performed using fifteen stocks and found outperforms that of Teixeira and Oliveira [67] 13 out of 15 stocks and is better than the buy and hold strategy in 14 out of 15 stocks. For more about ABC Zuriani Mustaffa et al. introduced a enhanced ABC hybridizing it with [68] Least square support vector machine (LS-SVM) to forecast the stock prices. Enhanced ABC introduced two modifications one is Levy mutation to enhance bee's exploitation process and the other one is simple mutation to prevent premature convergence. 
CSO, Bat, Cuckoo Search Optimization Technique
Forecasting activities of Stock Market is generally divided into three categories that is short term, medium term and long term. Short term forecasting involves a few minutes, hours or days within a week, a medium term forecasting is above one week and within a month and a long term forecasting covers the periods of one to few years. Though a numerous studies and research have been focused on ANN for finding stock market forecasting but here Ms.K.Nirmala Devi proposed a CS-SVM (Cuckoo Optimized SVM) applying on Stock Market [69] prediction. Cuckoo search [70] follows three idealized rules (1) At a time only one egg is laid by a Cuckoo, and dump its egg in randomly choosen nest; (ii) The best nest with high quality of eggs will carry over the next generation; (iii) The number of available host nest is fixed, and the probability of host bird to discover the egg laid by the cuckoo is Pa ∈ 0,1 . Here [69] CS-SVM is used to select the best features of C, σand ε in SVM and the fitness function is the Error rate: Error rate=100-Accuracy. The data set which is used for this model are BSE-Sensex and CNX-Nifty from January 2013 to July 2014. The result of SVM provides higher accuracy with lower MAPE and MSE compared to ANN and SVM. A novel CS model is proposed by Yanhong [70] with considering the specific advantages of levy flights and frog-leap operator. Levy walk around [69] the best solution will speed up the local search. A comparison study between so many [71] Here S&P 500 stock market data has been taken for prediction of daily, weekly and monthly stock price and found that the model is able to achieve better accuracy than ANN and LS-SVM. Among so many bio-inspired algorithm Bat algorithm is a metaheuristic algorithm based [72] on the echolocation behavior of the bat. Bat sends signals with loudness of frequency towards the object and when the signal deflects back [73] after striking the object; it calculates the distance from bat to any object and flies towards the minimum distance of object. Hafezi et al. proposed a new intelligent model in multi agent framework called BNNMAS(Bat-Neural-Network Multi Agent System) to predict [74] stock market. In multi agent system the agent team aimed at creating ANN trained by BATs, hence the team consists of Neural Network designing and bat designing algorithm. Where it used six neurons neural network and trained the normalized data with the bat algorithm. The model is implemented by taking the DAX data consisting of 30 major German companies, which is able to cope the fluctuation of stock Price. As Bats [75] are the extremely interesting animal, it advanced capability of echolocation have drawn the attention of researchers from various fields. Here Alberto Ochoa et al. Shows BAT algorithm significantly increased the understanding obtaining the best financial trust forest. As the time series data are chaotic and non-linear by nature, hence satyasai Jagannath Nanda designed a WNN-CSO (Wavelet Neural Network-Cat Swarm Optimization) model for [76] its accurate forecasting. CSO has been developed by viewing [77] the common behavior of cats. Somehow it belongs to swarm intelligence but again the weighting factor of CSO gives better result as compared to PSO. CSO is having two modes one is seeking mode and another is tracing mode. Joining of these two modes called Mixture ratio (MR) solves the optimization problem. It determines the number of cats to operate in seeking and tracing mode. It is a population [78] based learning rule and performs well in the presence of non-linearity in the plant. The performance of the WNN-CSO is [76] compared with three bench mark model(i)WNN-PSO [79] , (ii) Chebyshev FLANN [80] , (iii) MLP-BP [81] and found that in comparison with WNN_PSO, MLP-BP and Chebyshev FLANN; WNN-CSO performs superior in terms of response matching. Though Chebyshev FLANN is faster than the other model but WNN-PSO gives accurate results by sacrificing the computational time.
Conclusion
This paper surveyed an application of various optimization techniques, in use for the parameters optimization of respective models for the prediction of stock market indices. Its gives emphasized basically over BFO, PSO, GA. ACO, DE, ABC, AFSA, Cuckoo Search, CSO, BAT algorithm. All are having its own strong points on their ain field of application. Among the above optimization techniques BFO is performing better as it's having maximum number of parameter which is easy to symbolize with the parameters of stock market indices. From this survey it can be drawn to close that evolutionary computing performs well in the derivative based techniques in all fields, where as bioinspired techniques are controlled by social behavior of bionic family and they are more restive towards the noisy and non-stationary data. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution Licence
